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This submission by the Wallan Environment Group is written with respect to the
township of Wallan, located at the southern end of Mitchell Shire, approximately
45km north of central Melbourne. A significant part of Wallan, not all, is located within
the northernmost boundary of metropolitan Melbourne. The township is rapidly
expanding. Its farmland, hillsides, volcanic soils and swamplands are being
consumed by dense urban subdivisions, popping up daily.
The Wallan Environment Group (WEG) was first formed in 2004 as Friends of Wallan
Creek (FoWC), to improve the natural environment, and as a consequence, the
liveability of Wallan. It began by restoring a neglected linear park (Wallan Community
Park), abutting Wallan Creek, near the centre of town. The creek, a tributary of the
Merri Creek, was lined with basket willows and other woody weeds, and filled with
litter. The park was a dumping ground for local rubbish. The Friends group, with the
support of the first Wallan Wallan Scout Group, obtained a grant to remove the
willows, clean up and revegetate along Wallan Creek in Wallan Community Park. In
2010 Friends of Wallan Creek, began working on other rehabilitation projects in
Wallan, namely Taylors Creek, Danaher Reserve and the Greenhill sporting complex.
As a consequence, the group decided to change its name to Wallan Environment
Group to reflect the broader focus of the group. Currently the group is advocating for
the rehabilitation of Green Hill, an extinct volcanic cone adjoining the aforesaid
sporting complex, a valuable piece of public land near the southern entrance of town.
With the support of the Merri Creek Management Committee (MCMC), the Friends of
Merri Creek (FoMC) and the Mitchel Shire Council, the group is also advocating for a
Southern/Wallan Wallan Regional Park to serve the rapid increase in population that
this part of Mitchell Shire is experiencing. This also includes the rapidly expanding
township of Beveridge to the south.
To summarise, the main threats “to secure environmental infrastructure, particularly
parks and open space, for a growing population in Melbourne and across regional
centres” in our experience are:

1. A general unawareness and lack of appreciation for the environmental
and landscape values within and adjacent to the Urban Growth Boundary
2. The gifting of public open space for built infrastructure to satisfy the
immediate demands and needs to service the growing population
3. The values of subdividers appear to override those of the local council and
community with regard to planning decisions
4. The prospect of management and maintenance issues appears to make
various decision makers, due to concerns relating to the demarcation of
responsibility, less likely to advocate for securing public infrastructure

1. An unawareness and lack of appreciation for environmental and
landscape values
Mitchell Shire has wonderful landscape features and natural environmental values.
Many of our decision makers and those of influence, are often unaware of these,
particularly in the Wallan-Beveridge area.
This unawareness may be partly due to a lack of mapping and/or legislative protection
of valuable environmental hotspots and landscape features. We need government
agencies to take more of a leadership role, rather than waiting to be taken to task for
ignoring them and/or being guided by community advocates. It has the machinery and
manpower to do this. A proactive stance, rather than reactive. Once our valuable
landscapes are overrun with dense housing subdivisions, they are lost forever. More
investigative work could be done. The negotiations and conversations taking place
have revealed certain weaknesses in decision making. Shirking responsibility? Lack of
research – both on site and desktop studies? For example, the existence of our local
sodic/dispersive soils has been overlooked in planning. We have many examples of
erosion gullies cutting through hillsides.
We have found that in our area environmental leadership usually starts with the
community.
Environmental hotspots and landscape features currently under threat in our area
that WEG is trying to preserve are:
1. Old Sydney Road: Old Sydney Road forms part of metropolitan Melbourne’s
western boundary. It is an environmental hotspot and significant wildlife
corridor, connecting the Goulburn, Merri and Maribyrnong river catchments. It
is home to a diverse range of flora, including many ground orchids, particularly
between Stockdale Road and Wallan-Darraweit Road. A 600-metre section of
Old Sydney Road within the metropolitan boundary, has been rated as an
irreplaceable example of the original vegetation of the area, with an almost
total absence of weeds and the original indigenous ground flora intact. The
road is in danger of being straightened, widened and sealed to become a
major thoroughfare. It is currently under threat by the SpringRidge subdivision
proposal on Pretty Sally hill, north of the Wallan township. Small housing
blocks are planned to open directly onto Old Sydney Road.
2. Herne Swamp: Herne Swamp, along with the smaller nearby Hanna Swamp
and Meade Swamp, is within the Melbourne Growth boundary. Historically the
swamps were environmental hotspots. Herne Swamp has been largely
replaced by a dense housing subdivision. The rest, including Hanna and
Meade Swamps, is mostly farmland used for grazing and/or land banking by
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speculative landowners. If managed correctly, this land could be regenerated
to become a future environmental hotspot. WEG, along with Mitchell Shire,
MCMC and FoMC, is currently advocating for a Southern/Wallan Wallan
Regional Park to serve the anticipated population increase that includes these
potential hotspots. DWELP is currently investigating the possibility of creating
such a park. Herne Swamp has the capacity to form part of the Merri Creek
Park, as its northern extension. This proposed extension could provide an
open space link from Wallan to central Melbourne along the Merri Creek.
Difficulties arise because subdividers seek maximum financial returns. With
foresight, proactive planning could prevent this. Subdividers need to know
what they can and cannot do before the expense of drawing up plans.
3. Spring Hill: Spring Hill is a prominent landscape feature within the Urban
Growth Boundary (the Northwest Beveridge Precinct Structure Plan). It is part
of Mitchell Shire’s “Four-Hill Policy”, to protect the dominant landscape
features, the volcanic cones, in the Wallan Area. Spring Hill is under threat. Its
bluestone core is planned to be quarried.

2. The gifting of public open space
Our group over the years has had many battles to save valuable areas of public open
space. Soon after WEG rehabilitated Wallan Community Park, the Shire offered to
gift the park to the Victorian government for the building of an emergency services
complex (police, fire and ambulance services that the growing town required). Some
years later to balance the budget, a councillor had plans drawn up to subdivide the
park into small lots for townhouses. From being tree planters, our group was
propelled into advocacy for the retention of public open space. Since then we have
had many battles in our attempts to save public open space. Currently we are still
trying to save Wallan Community Park. A connector road is being proposed to run
through the park to service a proposed adjoining dense subdivision. It appears once
areas are marked for subdivision, land prices soar making public open space an easy
target for the quick provision of land to satisfy the demands for services triggered by
rapid increases in population density.

Year

List of WEG’s battles to save public open space in Wallan
Name of public open space Reason
Result

2005

Wallan Community Park

2005
2006
2007
2010

Hadfield Park
Hadfield Park
Hadfield Park
Wallan Community Park

2013

Hadfield Park

2020

Wallan Community Park

Build emergency services
complex (police, ambulance and
fire brigade)
Build police station
Build new fire station
Build Superclinic
Build townhouses and through
road
Build library complex/council
offices
Build connector road to service
the planned increase in
subdivision density
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Saved

Failed
Failed
Saved
Saved
Saved
Pending

When our group first formed we had little community support in our attempts to save
public open space. Local residents had huge backyards. The tide has changed. The
backyard, for personal projects and exercise, has now become a local luxury. As the
land is being chopped up into smaller and smaller pieces, public open space has
been appreciated and highly used. COVID-19 has exasperated the situation.
One of the most successful projects in Wallan, was the building of the water park in
Hadfield Park. Hadfield Park occupies the town centre. It has always been the centre
of community activity, with tennis courts, well-used barbecues, a large very popular
monthly market, a large basketball stadium, skate park, adult outdoor gym, a multipurpose Community Centre and for ceremonial occasions, an Old Mechanics
Institute complete with WW1 war memorial. The water park in summer is the centre
of human activity. Like being at the beach. With family groups, sunshades, towels,
picnics etc. In winter it is still popular given the high quality of the playground
equipment. A child’s paradise.
Another successful project was the rehabilitation of Taylor’s Creek, another tributary
of the Merri Creek that flows through Wallan. Mitchell Shire initiated this project with
the support of WEG. The Taylors Creek Reserve, straddles Taylors Creek. It services
a very densely populated area of Wallan; the homes have little or no backyard space
suitable for outdoor activities. The rehabilitation of the creek and the upgrading of the
reserve has provided an opportunity for residents to engage with nature, exercise
and to meet new people. The walk along the creek is pleasurable, filled with
indigenous plantings, including an indigenous-use garden and a variety of ecological
niches. There is a playground and seating. The reserve is very popular with dog
walkers and family groups, particularly those with young children. It is a safe place for
children to learn how to ride a bike. The path through the reserve provides
connectivity between key destinations. The length of the reserve extends from near
Wallan Primary School, southwards to within a short walking distance to Wallan
Secondary College and the sporting precinct, Greenhill Reserve. Being close to both
schools, Taylors Creek Reserve makes an excellent educational resource. It has
suitable spaces for class gatherings and Waterwatch activities. Given the many
greenfield sites to the south, the reserve also has the potential to form part of the
proposed northern extension of the Merri Creek Park. Since the COVID-19 lockdown
this reserve has been very heavily used during the week, as well as weekends. Many
users have reported it as crowded.
People also enjoy wild natural areas. Wallan Community Park provides these. Given
the feedback we have, it’s where people go to be away from the crowd, to be more in
contact with the natural world. It is where they choose to walk their dogs, let their
children run wild in a safe space, fly a kite or kick a ball. Now that it is being under
threat (again!), by a road proposal, the community response has been heart
rendering.
Other wild areas are our roadsides. As mentioned, Wallan has a magnificent
roadside abutting Old Sydney Road. This opportunity to directly experience nature is
also under threat. Via our decision makers, it too is in danger of being gifted to the
car.
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Mitchell Shire, being so short of funds, has a history of taking money in lieu of public
open space from subdividers. Another form of gifting.

3. Subdividers have too much say
Planned subdivisions lead to a conflict of values. We have witnessed many examples
of this. It is on-going. Subdividers wiggle their way around the planning laws. The
laws are too open to interpretation, making them dependent on the weighting of
values. Wallan’s subdivision proposals are for greenfield sites. Planning to reserve
sufficient land for both community services and environmental infrastructure is both
essential and possible.
We believe that the power of subdividers in influencing planning decisions must be
downgraded. Unless the preservation of public open space and its provision
takes precedence over the financial investments of subdividers, the protection
of significant natural environmental values and thereby our environmental
infrastructure will never be secured in Victoria. Subdividers must be provided
with clear VCAT-supported strategic directions, to reserve land for public
facilities and use, prior to planning. To prevent the gifting of public open space,
this must include sufficient land put aside for future community services.
Fortunately, since 2006 when Melbourne Water started managing Wallan’s
waterways, more public open space has been made available that otherwise would
have been lost. This government agency appears to have considerable power over
subdividers. Though, often we have noted, it can be left to considerable negotiation.
Once again, this is due to the different value systems brought to the table. In the
process the natural environment too often is the loser, with the economic imperatives
of subdividers taking precedence.

4. The prospect of managing and maintaining environmental
infrastructure
An issue, we believe, that influences decision making is who is responsible for the
maintenance, management and protection of our natural environmental
infrastructure? Well-designed open space, that which has its own ecology and takes
advantage of the natural features and encourages the growth of less demanding
indigenous vegetation, must be considered. Easy maintenance must be a priority
when designing any public environmental infrastructure. This also must be
considered when choosing materials for park furniture. Are there enough resources
being provided for the maintenance of public open space? Maintenance must be part
of the plan as well. Who is responsible for the natural environmental infrastructure –
Mitchell Shire, Parks Victoria, Melbourne Water, Yarra Valley Water? Do those
responsible exist in silos, with competing objectives and values? Where are the
maintenance lines drawn between land managers and are these lines clearly defined
and articulated?

A final word
The Wallan-Beveridge area provides the perfect opportunity to secure future
environmental infrastructure. There are lots of greenfield sites within the Wallan and
Beveridge areas. Seizing the opportunity depends on proactive planning for the
anticipated population increase. This means getting to know the environmental and
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landscape values, where they are and how they can best be
used/protected/enhanced/maintained. They must be assessed for their natural
environmental values and mapped, so that significant areas are protected, and other
natural environment areas enhanced when they are subdivided. Have land put aside
for public facilities and roads prior to subdivision i.e. landbank for the future provision
of built structures, rather than doing deals with subdividers and relying on the gifting
of public open space. Plan for and cost for maintenance, including the demarcation of
responsibility lines for public land managers.
Having little opportunity to experience nature directly, the onslaught of dense
subdivisions may encourage a disrespect for nature. Our Australian environment, its
plants and animals, our bushland and wide open-spaces are what make us unique. It
is our duty to make sure we all have the opportunity to experience them directly.
Yours sincerely,

Claudia James (president)
On behalf of the Wallan Environment Group
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